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O

nce upon a time in a land by the sea... no,
actually, it was the the midwest, amid the
tall corn and endless prairies of Illinois...

Wayne du Page Hunt Pony Club was founded in 1955 by
Mr. and Mrs. Corwith Hamill. Mrs. Hamill served as the
first District Commissioner, and she truly believed in the
Pony Club goal to provide children with backyard horses
an opportunity to develop their riding and horse management skills, and also to instill in them a love and ability to
care for horses throughout their adult life. Since it’s
inception, the programs of the Wayne du Page Hunt Pony
Club were strongly supported by parents, hunt members
and friends. A tremendous volunteer effort was responsible
for the education and competitive experiences given to
many young riders. Many members of the hunt
community gladly helped make WDPH Pony Club strong,
including Mrs. Marylou Anderson, who served as District
Commissioner, Regional Supervisor and finally President
of USPC, Inc. Both Mrs. Hamill and Mrs. Anderson
donated their time and talents as needed, as did many
other past leaders and graduate Pony Club members.
Wayne, Illinois, was an equine paradise back in the 50s,
60s and 70s, and was a perfect place to be in Pony Club.
Most people in the community were in some way
connected with horses, and many were members of Wayne
du Page Hunt Club. Bridle trails went in all directions,
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The Pony Club saw changes as well. There weren’t
as many backyard horses any more. Many people in
the community didn’t know anything about horses
and certainly had no way to keep them in their
postage stamp yards. Enrollment dropped. Older
members graduated, others moved away. All of a
sudden, Wayne du Page Hunt Pony Club found
itself with only 8 members! And the leaders and
board worked on a program to entice, educate and
retain new members.
In the following pages, the ‘Junior Pony Club’
program will be explained. A product of a number
of exceptional people, it was fine-tuned by Audrey
Troyer, the mother of one of the many WDPH Pony
Club’s graduate As. In 1995, Mrs. Troyer started the
Junior Pony Club program with 21 new members
and their parents. Retention was remarkable: one
child moved to Seattle and stayed in Pony Club;
twin girls, their older PC sister and their parents
moved to Texas and joined a Pony Club there; two
little brothers dropped out (one was barely 5 and
neither had the attention span necessary) and one
other child did not finish the 14-week program. All
the rest completed the introductory program and
continued as Pony Club members for several years.
Most achieved at least their C-1 rating.

roads were quiet and often unpaved. Small farms
supported many backyard horses, and Pony Club
was the logical choice for children with horses to
join. When a new family moved to the area, hunt
members called upon them to discuss fencing
restrictions, (fences had to be a height the hunt field
could jump) their expected participation in trail
preservation. If the family had children, they were
invited to become members in the Pony Club.

According to Mrs. Troyer, the real success to this
program was the involvement of the parents of the
children. She shares the lesson plans and other
information with all of us here; feel free to copy,
alter and tweak to fit the needs of your particular
club.

This was a successful ‘recruitment campaign’ in the
old days, and Wayne often had 65 or more Pony
Club members each year. Then, in the late 70s and
early 80s, the demographics of the community
began to change. Chicago suburbs moved ever
westerly. Traffic increased. The small family hobby
farm often became a subdivision with 1/4 acre lots
(or less) and ‘starter castles’ became the norm.
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And enjoy...
We thank the Wayne du Page Hunt Pony Club for
sharing these wonderful ideas.
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JUNIOR PONY CLUB – GETTING STARTED
1) Run recruiting campaign, talk to parents of
prospects, send them Pony Club basic information,
and information pertaining to your club. For
interested families, get a filled out application form
and medical release forms before the first meeting.
Also, collect dues and book fees. Be sure to have the
new members pay for all the books needed for D-1,
including a copy of the D standards and a Pony Club
notebook. Then be sure you have ordered all the
books prior to the first meeting. Be sure that each
family knows that ONE PARENT MUST
ACCOMPANY EACH CHILD for the whole
introduction program. This program is designed to
introduce both parent and child to the Pony Club way
of doing things and to the world of horses.

2) Before the first meeting, prepare your course outline,
make copies of your attendance charts, make a treats
list, assigning a treat day for each family. Plan to
provide the treats yourself if necessary for the first
meeting. Also be sure to make all the workbook
copies you will need for each child and pro-rate the
copying cost so each family pays its share.
3) On the day of the meeting, lay out books and
materials for each child, set up your treats, plan
where coats and boots or shoes will be put if you
have inclement weather, and set up the room so a
parent can sit next to his/her child.

Please note: this program
worked very well for Wayne
du Page Hunt Pony Club.
For your own club, you may
want to make changes to suit
your needs, such as location,
climate or other variables.
3
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THE PONY CLUB STORY

THE FRAMEWORK OF
PONY CLUB

Pony Club was started in England in 1929 as the junior
branch of the Institute of the Horse. The object of Pony
Club as set down is “to encourage young people to ride
and to learn to enjoy all kinds of sport connected with
horses and riding. The provided instruction is riding and
horsemanship, and to install in members the proper
came of their animals. To promote the highest ideals of
sportsmanship, citizenship and loyalty, thereby
cultivating strength of character and self discipline.”

The United States Pony Club is a tax-exempt
corporation with national headquarters in Lexington,
Kentucky. At the head is a President, assisted by an
Executive Director and a Board of Governors elected
annually. The country is divided into 42 regions, each
with a Regional Supervisor, who is responsible to the
national office.
This Pony Club is in the________________________

These ideals were carried first to Canada and then to the
United States, where in 1954, the United States Pony
Club was formed. The Pony Club movement is world
wide, with clubs in 26 countries in addition to Britain
and the U.S. Set criteria allows all clubs to maintain the
same excellent level of instruction. The Pony Club
members learn to be strong, sympathetic riders, with a
knowledge of how to feed, groom and care for their
horses, as well as to properly attend to their tack and
barns. Even if they never gain a rating higher than C-3,
they will have a much better than average skill in all
areas of horse mastership. The skills necessary for
training young horses and delivering advanced
instruction will come at the B and A levels, which
require a great deal of dedication to complete.

_______________________________ region. There are
_______ Pony Clubs currently in this region, which
includes the states of ___________________________
___________________.
Several times a year each club’s District Commissioner
meets with the Regional Supervisor to review plans for
rallies, clubs and schedules for each club. The Regional
Supervisor keeps all the clubs aware of what is going on
in each club and national. This is a great stimulus to the
area as hundreds of new ideas are circulated, and failures
as well as successes are discussed.
Each Pony Club is directed by one or two District
Commissioners (DCs). They are aided by an active
Board, which is composed of parents and people
interested in horses. The Board also has a Secretary,
Treasurer and a representative from the Junior Board,
which is composed of active Pony Club members
elected at each rating level. At Board meetings,
decisions are made on the running of the club, which
includes instructional programs, fund raising activities,
and other matters.

The term “pony” refers to mount, not to the size of the
animal. Children may join Pony Club at a young age and
remain active members until twenty-one years old.
All Pony Club activities have as their goal the
“improvement” through proper education of a Pony
Club member’s knowledge of riding and horse care. This
primary purpose is best expressed in the following Pony
Club maxim:

Once a year individual Pony Clubs hold a Sponsor’s
meeting, at which time the District Commissioner,
Secretary, Treasurer and Board Members are elected.
Sponsor members elect these people. Sponsors are any
interested parents or friends of Pony Club who wish to
take an active part in the club. These people pay an
annual membership fee to support the club.

“Our ideal shall be a product of a thoroughly happy
comfortable horseman, riding across a natural country
with confidence and perfect balance on a pony equally
happy and confident and free from pain and
bewilderment.’’
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PARENTS’
RESPONSIBILITIES

dedication rises but that of the parents wane because of
time and work involved. This should be a major
consideration for all prospective Pony Club parents.

Just as a Pony Club member cannot be successful unless
his parents support him, the Pony Club cannot function
unless every parent does his/her part. Unlike other
organizations where you can drop off children and come
back later to pick them up, Pony Club requires that a
parent be there a great deal of the time during riding
phases to help the children. This is especially true when
young, inexperienced Pony Club members are involved.
Someone has to be there to help unload, tack up and help
with unruly horses. The instructors cannot be teaching
and taking care of things in the trailer area at the same
time. As the Pony Club members become older and
more capable, this kind of parental help is no longer as
important.

INSTRUCTION (example of one club’s
program)
Pony Club meetings are held all year. Mounted meetings
are held during the milder weather months. Instruction is
given in Dressage, cross-country riding, Stadium
Jumping, Games on horseback and vaulting. Sometimes
the meeting will be comprised of a trail ride and picnic.
Mounted instruction generally begins indoors in March
and continues weekly through the summer with
emphasis on preparation for rallies. Fall mounted
meeting are limited.
Unmounted meetings are held once a week January
through March. Emphasis is placed on bookwork, with
homework assignments and tests given to test
knowledge of horsemanship, conformation, illnesses,
tack, etc. This instruction culminates in the regional
Quiz (formerly called Know-Down).

The Pony Club depends on parents, friends and
interested volunteers to make its programs effective. At
least one parent of each active member should
participate in the club’s activities. A variety of jobs are
necessary, which include building courses, scoring,
judging at events, transporting Pony Club members to
various programs, or helping administer the club as one
of its elected officers. The only requirement is the desire
to help. Rather than waiting to be asked, it is the
responsibility of the parents to come forward and
volunteer their services to the DC, instructors,
organizers, or person in charge.

Although the chief object of Pony Club is to instruct, in
order to advance to higher levels the Pony Club member
will need more than the instruction given at Pony Club
meetings. There are many professional instructors in the
area as well as knowledgeable past Pony Club members
who can help the younger member through additional
instruction.

Safety is also the parent’s responsibility. Pony Club
members must be safely dressed. A ASTM/SEI approved
safety helmet and good sturdy boots or hard shoes with
a heel are required. Breeches or jodhpurs are also
recommended.

RATINGS AND USPC
STANDARDS OF PROFICIENCY
As a means of measuring the progress and level of
achievement of its members, the USPC has established
nine Standards of Proficiency, D-1, D-2, D-3, C-1, C- 2,
C-3, B, H/H-A and A. D-1 is the first rating and A the
highest rating awarded to Pony Club members. Very few
reach the A rating, for it represents a high level of
understanding, achievement and dedication. Rating
certificates are awarded to encourage Pony Club
members to develop interest in their riding and improve
their knowledge.

Great care should be taken in choosing the horse the
Pony Club member is to ride. The safety of the other
riders must also be considered.
Lastly, it is an almost absolute axiom that successful
Pony Club members invariably have been backed by
equally dedicated and hard working parents. Pony Club
members and parents usually enter the program with
considerable enthusiasm. Too often, as the months and
years pass, a Pony Club member’s enthusiasm and
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C RATING:

When a child joins Pony Club, he generally enters as
“unrated” and remains so until he passes certain national
standards. Every spring and fall “up ratings” are held. At
this time, if desired, the Pony Club member may be
tested for specific rating. He will be ‘graded’ in all
phases of Pony Club instruction: horse management,
dressage, cross-country and stadium jumping. Tests are
given in areas that apply to the desired up rating (e.g., a
D-1 is not tested in the jumping phase). The instructor
will advise the Pony Club member as to whether or not
s/he is ready for up rating.

The C rating is for the Pony Club member learning to
become an active horseman, beginning to show an
understand of the reasons for what he is doing, showings
development towards an independent seat and
demonstrating control and confidence in all phases of
riding.
A C has the knowledge necessary to take responsibility,
under supervision, for the care and welfare of a pony and
related equipment.

New members are welcome at all riding levels. It is
strongly suggested that any new member work his way
up through the ratings, but occasionally a new member
should start at a higher level. This would depend on his
maturity and previous training. However, the new
member is still held responsible for material learned at
lower levels.

B RATING:
The B member should be able to explain the reasons for
what he is doing, to properly care for a horse and
contribute to the education of young Pony Club
members, under supervision. He should be able to ride
experienced horses with confidence and control at all
gaits on the flat, over fences and in the open. The B
should be able to demonstrate a secure seat, effective
and tactful use of aids, and be able to ride a horse
forward, while establishing and maintaining a regular
pace.

Once a rating level is obtained, the Pony Club member
must work his way up in order. Testing must be taken to
advance to each higher level.
The following is a brief description of the USPC
Standards of Proficiency.

A RATING:

D RATING:

The A and H/H-A member is required to use his
knowledge independently, to have the experience,
judgment and maturity to be able to teach younger Pony
Club members and care for horse efficiently and
competently. The A is required to recognize the horse’s
level of schooling, ride with the tact and sympathy for a
horse’s capabilities, train young horses and retrain
spoiled horses. The A level is divided into two parts: the
H-A, which covers the horse management phase, and the
A, which tests the riding phase.

The D rating is for the Pony Club member being
introduced to the fun and challenge of riding. Working
under supervision, a D will establish a foundation of
safety habits and knowledge of future riding enjoyment.
A D is an active, learning PC who is capable of riding
safely at the three basic gaits, on the flat, and over small
fences, and is familiar with the basic rules of feeding and
daily care of a pony and tack.
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APPLICATION FORM: ____________________________________________PONY CLUB
CHILD’S NAME: ______________________________________________________________________________
PARENT(S) NAMES: ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ______________________________________________________________________________
CHILD’S BIRTHDATE:____________SCHOOL NAME: _____________________________________________
PHONE #’s including parent work: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ _______________________________________
CHILD’S RIDING/HORSE EXPERIENCE: ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
DOES CHILD HAVE AVAILABLE/OWN SUITABLE HORSE? ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WHY DOES CHILD WANT TO JOIN PONY CLUB? ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WHY DO YOU WANT CHILD TO JOIN PONY CLUB? ______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
PARENTS ARE NEEDED AT EVERY PONY CLUB FUNCTION WHEN CHILDREN ARE MOUNTED,
ESPECIALLY THE FIRST YEAR. PLEASE NOTE ANY RESTRICTIONS TO YOUR AVAILABILITY, AND
ALSO ANY VOLUNTEER INTEREST YOU MAY HAVE, FROM BRINGING COOKIES TO LEADING TRAIL
RIDES:
AVAILABILITY:_______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
VOLUNTEER INTEREST: ______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
COMMENTS, SPECIAL NEEDS, ETC.: ___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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PROGRAM OUTLINE PART 1: STUDY SESSIONS
Day

Date

Time

Place

Topic

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Getting started in Pony Club
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Getting to know about horses
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Visit to a home stable grooming
introduction
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Grooming practice at a barn
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Saddles, bridles & Pony Club attire
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Visit to a tack shop
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ The people who help take care of your
horse
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Introduction to Shoeing & Trailering
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ What’s important about lessons?
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Demonstration of a lesson at a barn
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Choosing a horse or pony
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Practice in finding a horse or stable
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Graduation party for the whole family!

Color all your worksheets and keep
them in your Pony Club folder
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 1 -

3) Review the RULES OF CONDUCT for all Pony
Club and horse related activities:

Getting Started In Pony Club

a) THE 3 CS OF PONY CLUB:
COMMITMENT: You are expected to be at each
meeting! Many people have volunteered their
time to make this program for you. We want you
to try and come to each meeting and will expect
to see you unless you call the program leader to
say you can’t come. PARENTS, THIS IS VERY
IMPORTANT! As your child progresses in Pony
Club, there will be times when he or she will be
going alone to a meeting. Let’s say the meeting is
called for 3:30 Saturday afternoon, and your child
rides out of your yard at 3:15. It takes her 20
minutes to ride to the meeting place and she
arrives 5 minutes late! But the group has already
left, going off on a trail ride and your child has
been left out. To keep this from happening, we
have the rule for the next three “Cs”:

1) Welcome children and parents, show them where to
put their coats, where to sit, etc.
2) Hand out materials and explain. Ask for extra
copying fee, if any. (All children should have paid
their membership fees and book purchase costs prior
to this meeting.)
Review the following publications and documents:

CAN’T COME? CALL! Be sure to call your
leader if you can’t come to a meeting!
b) PLEASE and THANK YOU:
Pony Club members are special! As Pony Club
members you have special opportunities most
other children don’t ever have. Many people
work to help make this happen for you and we
expect you to think about this and show it by
being respectful and appreciative. This means
asking if it is OK to do something BEFORE you
do it and it means saying THANK YOU when
something is done for you. We want you to
especially remember to thank your leaders and
other helpers after each session.

• Usbourne Guide to Riding & Pony Care and USPC
D Manual
• Vaulting Manual or other special club publication
Club Newsletter
• Club Telephone List (Emphasize why this is their
lifeline) Treats list for this series
• Course Outline for this series
• Pony Club notebook, why it is important, how and
why children need help maintaining this.

SO... REMEMBER TO SAY —- ‘PLEASE,
MAY I’ and ‘THANK YOU.’
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c) EQUINE ETIQUETTE:
You will be working around horses and ponies at
some meetings and at your lessons and in our
summer sessions. How should you behave around
horses? Well, keep in mind that a horse is like a
big Bambi. Remember how Bambi was always
ready to jump and run away from any sudden
movement? Horses are like that, too.
Baby horses, or FOALS, are born with a ‘startle
reflex,’ which makes them ‘START,’ or jump
away from something that scares them and RUN
to a place of safety. So, as Pony Club members,
we have to always remember that and make sure
that WE do not scare our horses. How can we
make sure we don’t scare them?”
—Always talk softly to the horse as you get near
him. Say, “ I’ m coming, Blueberry.” (Children
practice)
—NEVER jump or run up to a horse, especially
from behind him, or from around a corner.
Why? (Allow children to answer)

4) REVIEW NEXT WEEK’S TOPIC, “Getting to
Know About Horses.” Reading assignment will be
pages 2, 3, 30 and 31 in the Usbourne Guide to
Riding & Pony Care, and Color Sheets 1, 2 and 3.
Children should try and familiarize themselves with
basic names on the points of the horse picture. Tell
them you will be going outside to a barn so bring
appropriate clothes and shoes for the weather.
(Modification to this: if a calm pony is not available
for next week’s game, you will have to make a large
picture of a horse or pony and can do the game
inside.)

—NEVER go under a horse’s tummy or belly, or
between his legs. Why? (Allow children to
answer)
—Don’t stand either directly IN FRONT or IN
BACK of a horse. Why? (Allow children to
answer)
—When you are going to do anything to a horse,
such as brush, pick out a hoof, etc., always
slowly reach out and touch or pet him on the
shoulder or rump first, then slide your hand to
the area where you will work. This reassures
him and lets him know where YOU are so he
can be careful of you.

5) If you did not serve treats during the arrival period at
the start of this session, do so now. Adjourn the
meeting.

—Too many treats can cause a horse to get greedy
and start to nip. If possible, put the treats in the
feed bin. When you do feed treats, do so on the
flat part of your palm so the horse doesn’t
accidentally get your fingers.
—Remember to thank your horse or pony for
being your friend and partner in Pony Club.
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Star
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Snip

CLUB

Blaze

WORKSHEET

Strip

Bald Face

Some ponies have white markings on their faces
and on their legs
Coronet

Half-Pastern

Sock

#2

Half-Cannon

Stocking
with Ermine spots
in stocking

PONY

I hold my hand very flat when giving my pony a treat.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 2 -

c) Have the ‘Yardstick Parent’ hand one label to the
first child in line on each team. With assistance,
the children can identify the part on their picture.
Then with no assistance and no aids, the first
team member goes to the actual pony and sticks
the label on the pony to show where the part
named actually is. If a child has trouble finding
the part on the actual pony, the team members can
help by playing ‘hot or cold’ until the child
locates it.

Getting to Know About Horses

PREPARATION: Set out Coloring Sheet pp. 4-9 and 4344. Brush the pony you will use for the game and make
sure he will stand still for children sticking tape on him.
Prepare strips of masking tape with one name of the
parts of the horse printed neatly on each piece. Prepare
enough for at least two strips for each child. Note: it
helps if the tape is not too sticky. Use Post-It type labels
or stick and peel the strips to a linty fabric like polar
fleece or a sweater so it loses some of the stickiness. For
ease of use, put the strips along a yardstick before going
to the barn.

d) Scoring: give one full point for each unassisted
label stuck on the pony and a half-point for each
assisted label, (no matter how long it took).
Continue until each child has had at least two
chances and stop when each team has had equal
chances. The teams can continue sticking labels
on after the scoring stops until the labels are all
used.

1) Welcome members and serve treats if desired.
Collect copying fees owed, if applicable. Hand out
Color Sheet pp. 4-9 and 43-44.
2) Review use of notebooks and explain how important
it is for parents to help children get in the habit of
filing Pony Club work sheets in their notebooks.

e) If you are ambitious, you can give each of the
winning team members a blue sticky dot or
ribbon or other trophy and give the second team
red dots, etc.

3) Review Usbourne Parts of Horse. Have each child,
with help from a parent, identify one part of the
horse. Review horse colors, face markings and leg
markings the same way, using completed Color
Sheets 2 and 3 as well as Usbourne.

f) Be sure to ask for a volunteer to remove all the
labels from the pony, put the pony back in his stall
and give a nice carrot or other treat to the pony.
5) Reassemble in the meeting place and give next
week’s assignment. Remind the group that the
meeting will be a ‘field trip’ to a local home stable,
and give directions and address as needed.

4) Explain the PARTS OF THE HORSE GAME.
a) Divide the children into two teams. Each team is
allowed to have (depending on age) either a
picture of a horse with the names of the parts
shown, or a picture with arrows but no names. It
is suggested that if the children are under eight
years old, that the picture have the names printed.

NEXT WEEK’S ASSIGNMENT: Usbourne Guide
pp. 6-11, Color Sheets 4-10. Tell the children they
should be prepared to ask questions about keeping a
pony at home.

b) When you get to the barn (or to your large poster
with no names, only the horse), line the teams up.
One or two parents may help each team; one
parent can hold the pony and another parent can
man the yardstick with the part labels on it.
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pony warm and safe.
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My pony needs care every day.

#5

WORKSHEET
CLUB
PONY
JUNIOR

PONY

Every day, I take out wet, soiled bedding and add
fresh, clean bedding for my pony. Straw, sawdust or
shavings are fine.
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WORKSHEET

My pony should be fed a small amount of grain
and a big armful of hay twice every day. His
water pail must be filled at all times.
#7

PONY

When turned out in his small fenced-in paddock, my pony
likes to run and playfully kick up his heels. It is good for him
to have his freedom for a while every day.
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I always tie my pony to something solid to
avoid accidents.
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I must always close the gate so my pony can’t get out
and be injured or damage someone’s property.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 3 Visit to an At-Home Stable
PREPARATION: Send outline of your lesson plan to
stable owner who will be hosting the meeting. It is
suggested that a local hunt member or older Pony Club
member family be used for this and that they be asked to
show how and where they keep their horses. Remind
them that this is a very basic group just starting out with
horses. By giving your host an outline of what you want
to cover and the level at which to present, you will have
a more successful outing. Additional preparation should
consist of this week’s handouts, and the following
week’s reading assignment. BE SURE TO CALL THE
HOSTS A DAY OR SO AHEAD OF TIME TO
RECONFIRM.

1) Pass out treats during the arrival time. Review the
reading assignment for this week.

c) Show your hay and your hay storage area.
Mention dry/dusty hay versus clean, dust-free
hay. Tell how much hay your horse gets each day,
and how it changes in the summer when pasture
is available.

2) Introduce your host with an explanation of what kind
of horse involvement he/she has (Pony Club
member, Hunt Member, eventer... Turn the floor over
to the host, who will use the following outline.

d) Show your paddocks and pastures. Discuss size
of area related to number of horses. Point out the
kind of fencing you have. Talk about what you do
to maintain your paddocks and pastures.

3) Demonstration of basic horse keeping:

e) Ask the children: What about poop? Discuss how
often you clean your stalls, how you do it, what
tools you use, and then what you do with the
collected manure? Remember they may not know
what the word ‘manure’ means-you may have to
tell them!

Prepare Barn Tools Worksheet, Color Sheets 10-11 for
handout.

a) Show a stall, where the water bucket is kept, how
the water bucket is filled, details of safety and
how the stall is kept. Discuss stall cleaning and
turnout.
b) Show the feed room and how the feed is kept.
Discuss keeping feed rodent-free, clean and dry.
Show what kind of feed your horse gets and how
it varies from other horses that are older/younger
and do other activities or are retired. Stress the
importance of keeping the feed so a horse can’t
get at it even if he escapes from his stall.
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f) Show your tack room and explain how important
it is to have a place for everything and everything
in its place. Also discuss why it is important to
hang everything correctly and to keep your tack
in good repair, cleaned and oiled as needed.
Mention the importance of keeping grooming
tools clean, and of keeping horse clothing clean
too. Remind them that Pony Club members
should always be clean, neat and workmanlike in
how they present themselves, their horses and
their tack.

h) Finally, put the horse away and stress CLOSING
THE DOOR. Discuss the importance of closing
and latching all doors when you leave the barn.
Show how easily a horse could slide open an
unlatched door and get into the feed room or out
of the barn. Mention that it is equally important to
latch gates in the pasture or paddock as well. Tell
the children, “Don’t ever think you are too tired to
double check. You will be a lot more tired if you
have to chase a runaway pony or clean up the
mess he made in your barn when he got out of his
stall, and you will be VERY tired if you have to
stay up all night with a pony who is sick from
eating something he shouldn’t have!”

g) Show how to handle a horse in the aisle by
leading a horse from a stall and putting him on
crossties. Discuss the importance of keeping the
aisle free of obstacles the horse could get tangled
up in. Show safe cross ties with break- away
features where they fasten to the wall. Show a
safety release knot and explain the reason for it.

i) Finish with a question and answer session.
4) Thank your host and ask the children to say a big
“Thank you!”
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Can you name the tools used to clean a stall?
BARN TOOLS WORKSHEET
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My pony rests while I brush him. He should be
tied up for grooming. I use a curry comb, a
dandy brush, and a body brush. I clean my
brushes on my curry comb.
#11
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When grooming my pony’s tail, I stand to one
side and carefully separate the strands of hair.
I gently clean around his eyes with a sponge.
#12
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 4 -

5) Review next week’s assignment and make sure
everyone knows directions to next week’s field trip
location. If appropriate, ask each child to bring
his/her own grooming kit to use in grooming
practice. Review Equine Etiquette from Week 1.

Grooming Introduction

PREPARATION: Prepare workmanlike tote with basic
grooming tools to show. Copy Grooming Tools and Parts
of the Hoof worksheets for each child. Set out your own
toy horse to use in demonstrating proper grooming
methods. Suggestion: prepare thank you card for
children to sign for last week’s host, or provide paper for
them to make thank you cards.

Next week’s assignment: Make your own Pony Club
grooming kit with basic tools as discussed this week.

1) Pass out treats during the arrival time. Review this
week’s reading assignment, D Manual pp. 168-170
and Usbourne pp. 12-15.
2) Show each grooming tool in your grooming kit and
explain what each is for. Explain how each tool is
used on the horse, with specific instructions on
proper arm/hand movements for each tool. Explain
exactly what each tool is meant to accomplish when
you are done. Be sure to show how to run your hand
down the horse’s leg when preparing to pick a hoof,
etc. Talk about the parts of the hoof and about how
basic good hoof care is up to each horse owner. Be
sure to tell them good grooming must be done
EVERY DAY, not just the day before the show, and
that Pony Club ratings and rally judging is based on
signs of regular and consistent grooming.
3) Have each child demonstrate use of the grooming
tools by practicing on their toy horses. Encourage
them to talk about what they are doing as they do it.
Divide them into pairs and have one child act as the
‘horse’ while the other child demonstrates how to lift
up the ‘hoof’ and pick it. Be sure each child
understands how to hold the pick and how to
properly manipulate it.
4) With parental assistance if needed, have each child do
the Grooming Tools and Parts of the Hoof
worksheets.
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(Draw a line to the correct tool)

Hoof Pick
Dandy Brush
Curry Comb
Body Brush
Sponge
Cloth or Rubber
Mane Comb

#13
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Heels
Bottom of the hoof

Cleft
Bar

Commissure
White Line

Frog
Wall

Sole

PARTS OF THE HOOF
WORKSHEET

Coronary Band
Wall

Heel

Clinches

Shoe
#14

Bottom of the hoof
with a shoe
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 5 -

3) By picking up each grooming tool and reminding of
its proper use, have each team thoroughly groom
each horse, making sure all tools are used including
the hoof pick. The smaller children will need help
picking up the horse’s foot, so be sure this is done
safely.

Trip to a Stable for Grooming
Practice

PREPARATION: Make arrangements to visit a local
commercial stable with wide aisles and several gentle
school horses for practice. If possible, ask several older
Pony Club members to be helpers. Bring your own
grooming kit and any extra brushes or hoof picks you
may have in case anyone forgets his/her own. Arrive at
the stable 15 minutes early with the older Pony Club
helpers, and make sure which horses you will be allowed
to use, and where the barn manager wants you to work.
Be sure the aisle is as clear as possible and that there is
room to work safely on both sides of the horse.

4) While this is going on, you may wish to talk about
Pony Club expectations for turnout for lessons and
other programs. Mention that each child is expected
to be neat and workmanlike in appearance (hair tied
back, shirt tucked in, pants belted) and that their
mount should be reasonably groomed (not show
ready but brushed, with no shavings or burrs in mane
or tail). You might also mention that tack should be
in good repair and clean and oiled enough to be
functional (not stiff and mud crusted). These are all
topics to be covered in future sessions, so they will
be learning how to do these things as time
progresses.

Note: It may be wise to visit the stable ahead of time. If
there are no safe cross ties, for example, you may wish
to bring baling twine or cross ties from your own barn.
Be sure you are showing a safe example while you do
your grooming practice.

5) When you have finished and the horses have been
returned to their stalls, visit the stable’s tack room.
Discuss how it is laid out and organized. Point out
the tack cleaning area (if any) and mention that top
horsemen and women make it a point to do daily
cleaning of their tack and equipment.

1) Hand out treats during the arrival period. Divide the
children into teams with two children and two
parents on each team.
2) Have the Pony Club helpers halter the horses as
necessary and lead them from the stalls to the
crosstie areas. Assign one team of 4 to each horse,
and then assign one helper for each one or two teams.
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Read D Manual pp. 247-258 and Usbourne Guide pp.
4-5.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 6 -

b) Show the saddle and go over the parts. Describe
what the major functional parts do, such as the
billet guards, billet straps, saddle flaps, etc. Talk
about the importance of fitting the saddle to the
horse, especially for keeping the weight off the
spine. If possible, show a diagram of the inside of
the saddle so they understand what the ‘tree’ is.
Be sure to mention the stirrups and leathers and
girth. Use this as a chance to teach these beginner
Pony Club members about the basics of their
safety check and about always running up their
stirrups when they dismount.

Saddles, Bridles and Turnout

PREPARATION: Arrange to have two older Pony Club
members come with formal and informal turnout and
bring their tack. If possible, also have plenty of other
saddles, bridles and bits and/or wall charts for locating
parts. Ask the older Pony Club members to describe the
difference between the formal and informal turnout
using the following outline and to go over the parts of
the tack as part of their presentation. Also ask them to go
over very basic cleaning techniques. Be sure you have
standard cleaning supplies and equipment on hand for
them to show. Be sure they have a copy of your basic
outline before the meeting. Prepare copies of Color
Sheets 18-19 and Saddle & Bridle worksheets for each
child.

c) Show a bridle and go over the parts. Talk about
the importance of fit, about buckling all the
buckles and using the leather keepers, etc. Show
as many different kinds of bits approved for Ds as
you can and discuss each kind. Be sure to
mention cleaning the bit after each ride and how
to polish it when cleaning the bridle.

1) Hand out treats during the arrival time. Review this
week’s reading assignment D Manual pp. 247-258
and Usbourne Guide pp. 4-5.

d) Give a brief demonstration of cleaning tack,
showing the basic tack cleaning kit and
discussing each item. Show how to use each item
in the kit. Mention that the best way to take care
of your tack and equipment is to clean it each
time it is used. Be sure to include boots in this
discussion.

2) Demonstration of Pony Club turnout and parts of
tack:
a) Show your examples of formal and informal
turnout.
Explain what each piece is and why you wear that
type of clothing. Remember to mention the
purpose for the stock tie and belt. Discuss the
difference in the two styles and describe the
wearing of jodhpurs by younger riders. Be sure to
include the difference between what boys wear
and what girls wear for each style of turnout. Tell
them to use a plain stock pin for their stocks when
going formal. Remind them to ALWAYS WEAR
THEIR PONY CLUB PINS AT PONY CLUB
FUNCTIONS.

Note: This is the end of the older Pony Club
member’s presentation.
3) If time allows, have each parent-child team do the
Saddle & Bridle worksheets. Hand out the coloring
sheets for completion at home.
4) Review next week’s visit to a Tack Shop and be sure
everyone knows the location. Ask the group to think
about their tack and clothing questions and bring a
list to the meeting for discussion.
5) There is no other reading assignment for next week!
(Yeah!)
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Label the parts of the saddle by drawing a line
from the name to the correct part of the picture.
(Draw a line to the correct part of the saddle)

Cantle
Saddle Flap
Pommel
Seat
Stirrup Leather
Stirrup
Stirrup Safety Bar
Girth
Saddle Pad
#15
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(Draw a line to the correct part of the bridle)

Browband
Cavesson or nose band
Crownpiece (Headpiece)
Throatlash (Throatlatch)
Cheekpiece
Reins
Snaffle Bit

Label the parts of the bridle by drawing a line
from the name to the correct part of the picture.
#16
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What riding equipment do I need?
#17
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I saddle soap my tack often to keep it
clean and safe.
#18
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 7 -

d) Show clothing a young Pony Club member might
wear for rallies or ratings. Put together outfits
showing formal turnout, informal turnout and
what a child might wear for lessons. Be sure to
include a belt and Jodhpur straps as appropriate.

Visit to a Tack Shop

PREPARATION: Several weeks ahead of time, make
arrangements with a local tack shop to visit. Explain the
basic beginner nature of the group you are bringing.
Mail an outline of what you want to cover to the store
manager or contact. Ask if there is a place where the
children can assemble and where they can have their
treats. If necessary, visit the shop ahead of time to plan
how to make this field trip a success. BE SURE TO
CALL AND RECONFIRM THIS TRIP A FEW DAYS
AHEAD OF TIME.

e) Show saddles and discuss fit to child and to horse.
Discuss appropriate use and style of saddle pads.
Demonstrate how fittings go on saddle.
f) Show bridles and bits. Limit your discussion of
bits to the basic bits used by D Pony Club
members: Snaffle, Kimberwicke and Pelham.
Show different sizes of bridles and describe how
to pick the right one.

1) Assemble children in one location at the tack shop.
Serve treats at the time and area designated by the
manager. Introduce the manager and ask him/her to
proceed with the demonstration using the following
outline.

g) Finally, mention the importance of taking care of
the tack, regular cleaning and checking for safety.
End the session by asking for questions from the
children and their parents.
Note: This is the end of the presentation by the
tack shop manager.

a) Give a demonstration of safety helmet styles and
fittings. Explain why helmets are an important
safety feature and are an absolute MUST in Pony
Club. Be sure to show only helmets that meet the
current SEI/ASTM safety standards. Stress the
importance of riding with the chinstrap fastened.
Show how the helmet should fit, being neither too
loose nor too tight.

2) Remind the children to say a big “Thank You!” to
your host.
REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: D Manual pp. 201-203 and 206 and
Usbourne pp. 13-15.

b) Show the different types of boots and explain the
importance of the hard soles and the defined heel
in riding. Mention the differences between field,
dress and paddock boots. Describe how to keep
the boots in better condition longer by cleaning
and polishing them on a regular basis. Show some
products that can be used on boots.
c) Show several styles of gloves and explain how
they can help in riding. Describe the difference in
the styles used in dressage, cross-country,
hunting, and the show ring. Demonstrate how the
gloves should fit. Show several types of crops a
child might use and mention why it might be
good to have one.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 8 -

4) Review the parts of the hoof (Worksheet 14) and
discuss the steps followed in shoeing. If you have
access to real tools, let the children hold them while
you explain how they are used.

PREPARATION: Make up a large chart showing the
shoeing tools and the order in which they are used. Make
copies of Worksheet #14 without the names of the parts
of the hoof showing. Prepare an outline of proper
loading procedures (pp 225-228 of Manual) and discuss
the steps.

5) Pass out the ‘blank’ copies of Worksheet 14 and have
children and parents fill in the blanks.

Who are the People Who Take
Care of Your Horse?

REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: D Manual pp. 225-228. Discuss plans
for next week’s visit to the barn to watch a blacksmith at
work and see a horse being loaded in a trailer.
Remember to give directions to the farm. Pass out
Worksheets 19-21.

1) Hand out treats and write a thank you note to the
manager of the tack store children visited last week.
Children can include drawings of what they liked the
best if time permits.
2) Review Usbourne pages 14-15 on Visiting the
Blacksmith and D Manual pages 201-203 and 205.
3) On a large sheet of paper or chalkboard, make a list
of the people necessary in caring for a horse:
a) Vet for working and shots
b) Farrier for hoof care
c) Farmer who grows hay and grain
d) Feedstore that sells hay and grain
e) Tack store for equipment and supplies
f) Manure removal (gardeners or service)
g) You – for cleaning stalls, feeding, grooming,
knowing when to call the vet and farrier
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My pony gets a checkup from the Veterinarian.
He must receive innoculations and have his
teeth floated and be wormed to stay healthy.
#19

PONY

The strong, friendly farrier trims or shoes my Pony’s hooves
at least every 8 weeks. He wears a leather apron.

JUNIOR
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WORKSHEET

My pony likes to ride in a safe, sturdy trailer. The trailer has a
strong hitch, safety lights and rubber mats on the wooden floor.

#21
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 9 -

4) Send Group II to Trailer Safety demonstration. Hand
out or review D Manual pages 225-228.

Trip to a Local Barn to Watch a
Farrier at Work and a Horse
Loading Demonstration

a) Review key parts of trailer. Emphasize that a
horse is never loaded unless trailer is hitched to
truck and that horse is never tied to an unhitched
trailer.

PREPARATION: Several days in advance, call to
confirm that the demonstrations will take place. Be sure
that the people presenting the demonstrations have read
the Pony Club Standards of Proficiency and understand
the knowledge level of child they are teaching. Plan
ahead to have two separate demonstrations going on at
the same time. Remind stable owner that a large, open
area is needed so that children will not be in close
proximity to horses being shod or loaded.

b) Point out the following:
–butt bar
–swinging center divider
–chest bar
–escape door
–rubber mats

1) Hand out treats. Split into two groups, as
demonstrations will be given simultaneously.

–procedure to check flooring and look for sharp
edges

2) Review parts of hoof while people arrive.

b) Have two people demonstrate safe loading
procedures. Remind children to always fasten
butt bar before tying head.

3) Send Group I to Farrier demonstration.
a) Show basic tools and give explanation of hoof
growth

c) Demonstrate safety release knot or safety tie.
Discuss length of rope or safety tie.

b) Show different sizes and types of shoes (limit to
3)

d) If time, discuss difficult loading situations and
emphasize importance of having experienced
adults helping load these horses.\

c) Show nails
d) Show apron; explain why it is worn

e) Discuss the importance of talking to experienced
Pony Club parents before buying a tow vehicle or
trailer. Car dealers do not know anything about
towing live animals and will sell inappropriate
vehicles.

e) Show box with hoof stand
f) Show forge and anvil if available
g) If possible, show hammering red hot shoe
h) Demonstrate how shoe is fitted to bottom of hoof

5) Swap demonstration groups.

i) If time permits, show how shoe is hammered to
hoof (2 nails)

REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: Usbourne pp. 16-17 and D Manual pp.
23-24. Pass out Worksheets 22-23.
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I always wear sturdy shoes or boots and a
safety helmet when I ride.
#23

PONY

Before I can canter, I must have riding lessons
from a qualified instructor.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 10 -

6) Discuss what it takes to be a good student.

In the Saddle

a) Be on time

PREPARATION: Place saddle on stand; put bridle on a
long, narrow pillow in front of saddle stand.

b) Be neatly dressed and have a clean pony and
clean tack. Have shirt tucked in and hair tied
back.

1) Hand out treats and color a thank you card for Farrier
and for helpers who demonstrated Trailer Safety.

c) Listen to your teacher and try to do everything
s/he says

2) Review safety rules for riding (no gum, etc.)

d) If you don’t understand, say so – ask for an
explanation.

3) Review Safety Check (use saddle on stand, bridle on
pillow).

e) Respect what this teacher has to teach. Don’t say:
“So and So says to do it this way.” Each instructor
will have something slightly different to teach
you, and you can learn something helpful from
everyone.

4) Discuss mounting
a) Explain how to grab reins and mane, not saddle,
and how to keep reins short so pony won’t walk
off.

f) Take new things home and try to practice them.
Also, discuss new things with any other
instructors you may have to gain a better
understanding of riding.

b) Discuss proper side for mounting and how to tell
which foot to put in stirrup first (the foot closest
to the front when child is facing horse is the foot
that goes in stirrup).

g) If you have to miss a lesson, call ahead to let your
instructor know

c) Remind children to swing leg way over to avoid
hitting pony’s back.

h) Thank the instructor after every lesson

d) Explain how to ease into the saddle as if you are
sitting on an egg!

i) Discuss what you should look for in an instructor
REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: Usbourne pp. 20-25 and D Manual pp.
34-42. Pass out Worksheets. Give directions for the
fieldtrip to the stable next week.

e) Show how to pick up reins.
5) Discuss dismounting.
a) How to prepare to dismount – organize reins, etc.

HOMEWORK PRACTICE: Make a ‘human bit’ to
use for this exercise. Take a clean pencil or stiff drinking
straw and attach strings on each end. Have mom or dad
stand behind child holding the strings while child puts
‘bit’ in his/her mouth. Have ‘rider’ cluck or tap ‘pony’ to
go forward. Let child feel what it is like to be directed by
the reins.

b) Which side to dismount on
c) Procedure for dropping both stirrups, swinging
leg over, sliding down
d) Always run stirrups up – why? Allow children to
answer.
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When mounting, remember to lift the foot
closest to the front of the horse into the
stirrup first. Don’t forget to hold the reins so
your pony doesn’t walk away.
#23

Can you tell what the students are learning
to do in this riding lesson?

#24
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One pony is walking; one pony is trotting.
Can you tell the difference?
#25
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b) Review steps for mounting and have riders
demonstrate how to adjust girth and stirrups.

Demonstration of a Riding
Lesson

c) Discuss ‘balanced seat’ and the correct position
for the rider’s legs, seat, arms, hands on reins.
Show how foot should rest while in the stirrup.

PREPARATION: Several days in advance, call to
confirm that the riding lesson will take place. Be sure
that the instructor is familiar with the Pony Club
Standards of Proficiency and will remember to stress
safety in the demonstration. Be sure riders are actually
more advanced than the level at which they will be
taught (strong D-2s or D-3s). It is helpful to go through
a ‘lesson’ with the instructor in advance so that
instructor and demonstrating riders know what needs to
be shown.

d) Discuss the aids. Have riders demonstrate as you
describe in detail what the rider’s body is doing
(each part) and how pony is responding.
e) Demonstrate at the walk: Walk on; stop; turn;
keeping pony at rail; changing direction.
f) Demonstrate trot, half seat and posting. Repeat
steps from ‘e’ at trot.
g) Show correct dismount, discuss running up
stirrups, loosening girth. Discuss cooling out.
Remind children about keeping control while
untacking.

1) Review the pages read and hand out treats. Explain
that they will be watching ‘Johnny and Susie’ take a
riding lesson just like the lessons they will take soon.
Caution children to move quietly and slowly when
riders are mounted and to keep voices down so
ponies are not startled.

REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: Usbourne pp. 6-7 and 30-32 and D
Manual pp. 14-20. Pass out Worksheets.

2) Involve the children as much as possible, using
Johnny and Susie as examples. Be sure to explain to
children the way the instructor gives directions to the
students. Point out how students are keeping a proper
distance from one another, etc.
a) Explain the procedures for the safety check.
Mention appropriate attire, no gum, etc.
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CHESTNUT

CREAM

BLACK

BAY

PIEBALD

GREY

DUN

ROAN

SKEWBALD

Can you color these horses to match the
color names?
#26
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ARABIAN

CONNEMARA

MORGAN

PAINT

P.O.A.

QUARTER HORSE

SADDLEBRED

SHETLAND PONY

WELSH PONY

There are many breeds of horses from
which to choose.
#27
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3) Review steps to follow in selecting a horse. Give a
brief overview:

Choosing a Horse (Part 1)

a) See horse in stall, ask about vices

PREPARATION: Make a large poster board of color
photocopies of different types of horses and ponies
being ridden. If available, copy photos of your older
Pony Club members, perhaps at different ages riding
different mounts. This is helpful to show that when
Johnny was 10 and a D-2, he rode a little gray pony; now
that he’s 13 and a C-1, he rides a Quarter Horse and his
big sister Kate who is a B rides a Thoroughbred.

b) Watch how horse behaves when being handled,
groomed and tacked up
c) Watch his gaits while being longed
d) Watch his gaits while and behavior while being
ridden
e) Ask questions about all the things in 2) above

1) Hand out treats and sign thank you card for the
instructor from the fieldtrip last week. Review the
pages read and go over the worksheets the children
colored. Discuss some of the ‘breed characteristics’
of the horses on the breeds worksheet. Mention that
breeds give an indication of what overall temperament MIGHT be like. Stress that temperament, size
and suitability of the animal is the most important
factor in choosing a horse or pony.

f) Get vet evaluation, instructor evaluation; perhaps
farrier evaluation
g) If appropriate, have child ride during these
evaluation
REVIEW READING ASSIGNMENT FOR
NEXT WEEK: Usbourne pp. 56-62 and D Manual pp.
18-20. Give directions to stable for next week’s lesson.
Remind parents and children to wear appropriate
footwear.

2) Have a knowledgeable horse person talk to children
and parents about what makes a good Pony Club
mount (an older Pony Club member is a good choice
for this discussion):
a) Overall suitability
b) Temperament and manners
c) Age, experience and training
d) Size
e) Health and soundness
f) Gaits, movement and jumping
g) Sex, confirmation and breed
h) Suitability of horse may change as rider improves
(e.g., quiet, placid D-1 mount may no longer be
appropriate for a D-3).
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Always take an experienced horseperson
with you when looking for a horse to buy.
#28
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 13 Choosing a Horse (Part 2)

PREPARATION: Careful selection of the horses you
will show in this week’s lesson is important. Creative
scripting with your ‘cast’ of assistants will make this
lesson informative and enjoyable.
1) Hand out treats as you review the pages read last
week. Be sure to involve parents in the discussion, as
they will ultimately be making the selection of a
mount for their child.
2) Have a demonstration of the techniques for selecting
a suitable horse and barn. Show exactly how to ask
all the questions from last week.
a) Have Susie Seller show the horse to Bonnie Buyer
and emphasize how wonderful the horse is
b) Have Bonnie Buyer go through all the steps to find
out more about the horse so she can make a good
decision for Bonnie Junior’s first horse
c) Mention vices and explain the difference between
those that are mostly annoying and those that are
dangerous

FOR NEXT WEEK: Give directions to location of
‘Graduation Party’ and pass around a sign up list for
refreshments!

d) Show a lame horse if possible; discuss soundness
e) Show what a vet would do at a pre-purchase exam
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 14 Graduation Party

PREPARATION: Certificates (print out in club colors if
possible), Pony Club pins, sets of D-Level Standards.
Plan a ceremony where each child comes up individually
to get certificate and have Pony Club pin ‘pinned on’ in
front of group..
1) Have fun!
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GETTING READY TO RIDE
Before the certificates are handed out on Junior Pony
Club Graduation Day (week 14) pass out the “Planning
Riding Sessions Questionnaire” (page 57-58) to the
parent(s). You will need this is information (who has a
pony, tack, riding ring, etc.) before you can schedule the
next few weeks of the Junior Riding Program and the D1 Rating Prep.

advance to share the educational materials provided in
this guide. Remember that the individual parents are
responsible for actually arranging the use of borrowed or
leased mounts – but you can help them by pointing
them in the right direction. You will also want to have
the facility added to your club’s ‘List of Locations and
Landowners for Pony Club Activities’ form.

Because the physical requirements placed on a Junior
Pony Club pony are very minimal, it is possible for the
same mount to be used at the same session by two children. Sharing a pony and tack allows those children who
do not yet have a suitable mount to continue learning in
the riding component of the Junior Pony Club program.

The following lesson plans are open to adjustment for
your particular Junior Pony Club members. It is important to remember that these youngsters may learn the
physical tasks of the D-1 at a very different rate.
Children who have daily access to practicing their skills
will likely progress faster than those children who only
get to ride when they come to a Pony Club lesson.
Therefore, be flexible with your ‘rating’ process to keep
everyone enthusiastic about learning. Making special
club awards for accomplishing portions of the D-1 rating
can seem just as special as the final certificate itself!
Older members of your club can be very creative with
home computers and stickers to create suitable ‘interim’
awards for your Junior Pony Club members as they
accomplish specific tasks.

Every club has different resources available. Wayne du
Page Hunt Pony Club (the club who created this program) had a number of members who had access to suitable ponies, so sharing ponies and tack was a good
option for them. Your club may need to explore different
options. One thought is to find a local professional who
has appropriate mounts for young children and contract
with this facility to provide the mounts, tack and instruction to fulfill the requirements of the D-1 Prep. If this is
the option your club chooses, it is very important that the
professional instructor is well-versed in the Pony Club
instruction process. Please meet with her/him well in

Please note: this program worked very
well for Wayne du Page Hunt Pony
Club. For your own club, you may want
to make changes to suit your needs,
such as location, climate or other
variables.
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G E T T I N G R E A DY TO R I D E Q U E S T I O N N A I R E
In order to plan our riding or mounted sessions, we need to know what resources each of you can offer so we can set
up fun, educational sessions where all can participate. Please fill in the following questions and return at the next
meeting.
CHILD’S NAME: ______________________________________________________________________________
PARENT(S): __________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP:______________________________________________________________________________
CHILD’S BIRTHDATE:_______________SCHOOL NAME: ___________________________________________
PHONE #’s including parent work: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Describe your child’s mount (size, temperament, training, ability), or “None.”

Do you have arrangements made to share a mount? If so, with whom and to what extent:

Do you have an extra mount to share? If so, describe as above:

Do you have a trailer? Can you trailer others? Describe your truck (tow vehicle) and trailer:
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If you do not own a horse or pony, are you considering leasing one? Where will it be stabled?

Please give a brief list of equipment your child currently has (saddles, bridles, halter, lead line, buckets, approved
helmet, footwear, riding clothes):

Do you have a safely fenced area and space for trailers where we might meet?

Do you have any “cones” for obstacles, or other equipment for playing games or practicing basics?

Any ideas or comments:
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GETTING READY TO RIDE GUIDELINES
FOR ALL MOUNTED SESSIONS,
EACH CHILD WILL NEED:

EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST FOR
CHILD

• Access to a well-mannered horse or pony. (Two children may share one mount, but the unmounted child
must be supervised while the other child is mounted)

(many of these items may be shared):
• Pony
• Halter
• Lead rope
• Grooming supplies
• Saddle
• Saddle pad
• Girth
• Bridle
• Boots (that come over the ankle and have a heel)
• ASTM/SEI Approved helmet

• A parent or pre-arranged parent stand-in
• Approved ASTM/SEI helmet
• Long hair braided or tied back; no bangs in your eyes
• Shirt tucked in, belt to hold pants up, jacket if cold
• No jewelry except your Pony Club pin
• No gum

PARENTS:

CHILD MAY ALSO NEED:

Wear clothes and appropriate boots for walking in wet
areas. You will be helping lead ponies from the trailer
parking area to the riding area, and helping either lead or
direct ponies as needed in the lessons when requested.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
• Someone to organize meeting sites, set schedules, and
notify parents and children participating in the Junior
Program
• Trailer parking supervisor (this needs to be a knowledgeable horse person well-versed in trailer safety)

Crop
Water bucket
Wash bucket
Blanket for pony
Feed bucket
Hay
Tack trunk
Trailer

• Several helpers to do safety checks (older Pony Club
members are very appropriate for this)
• Someone with first aid credentials is a plus
• Refreshment person for each meeting to provide a
snack and cold drinks
• Two older Pony Club members with mounts to
demonstrate requirements
• Extra adults to supervise
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PROGRAM OUTLINE PART 2: D-1 PREP
Day

Date

Time

Place

Topic

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Organizational Meeting (unmounted)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Getting started riding (mounted, 2 hours)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Horse handling review (unmounted)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Riding lesson – turning, trotting and
posting (mounted)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Vet knowledge, parts of pony and tack,
cleaning tack (unmounted)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ Riding lesson – jumping position, riding
invisible jumps and over trotting poles
(mounted)
____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ D-1 Rating*
*Please note that not all Junior members will be ready for their D-1 Rating if only these lessons are
offered. Remind children and parents that the skills required for the D-1 Rating need to be practiced
daily. Each child progresses at his or her own rate.

Color all your worksheets and keep
them in your Pony Club folder
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JUNIOR PONY CLUB
D-1 RATING PREPARATION GUIDE
1. Read the D-1 Standards!!!
2. Prepare your D-1 Rating Resume for the District Commissioner (DC).
3. Mark the rating date on your calendar and be sure a parent can get you and your pony there!
Ponies may be shared by two for an up-rating, but both Pony Club members should be equally responsible for
bringing a clean, well cared for pony and clean, well cared for tack.
4. Study and practice your Pony Club skills very hard EVERY DAY. Attend all rating preparation sessions.
5. Be sure you allow enough time before the rating to clean your tack, make sure all stitching is secure, make sure
your own apparel is clean, and that your pony is bathed. If your pony is scheduled for shoeing soon, try to get it
done two or three days before the rating.

JUNIOR PONY CLUB
D-1 RATING RESUME
TO:

Submit to Club DC as a request to be considered for up-rating.

WHEN: Send to DC no later than 3 weeks before rating date.
WHAT: A summary of why you think you are ready to be up-rated and what you have done to prepare.
HOW:

Discuss with your Pony Club DC, your parents and instructors. Then, in your own words, write a letter
telling the DC about yourself, your pony and daily activities, and your Pony Club activities.

THINGS TO INCLUDE:
• Pony Club activities you have attended, such as study sessions, riding days, camp, trail rides, volunteer
activities, etc.
• Other riding experiences, such as 4-H, trail rides, horse shows
• Horse care you are involved in
• Regular lessons you take
• Any other horse experiences you think are important
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JUNIOR PONY CLUB D-1 STUDY GUIDE
Week 1

(Unmounted) Review Handouts and Prep Guide, plan your own preparation schedule,
prepare resume for DC, understand you must study and practice every day

For Week 2

(Mounted) Read in D-Manual and be ready to Practice:
Page 23-28
Safety Check, Mounting and Dismounting
Page 28-34
Balance Seat Position, Rein Handling
Page 34-38
Basic Aids for walk, halt, turn, change direction at walk and trot, correct halt
Page 57-58
Arena movements
Page 159-162
(Parent note on page 168) Cooling Out After Work

For Week 3

(Unmounted) Read in D Manual and be ready to Demonstrate:
Page 47-48
Common Problems for D-1 Riders
Page 131-138
Haltering, Leading and Turning Pony
Page 170-175
Grooming and Picking Out Feet
Page 199-205
Hoof Care and Picking Out Feet
Page 186-192
(Parent note on page 194) Safe Feeding of Tidbits, Water, Grain, Hay

For Week 4

(Mounted) Read in D Manual and be ready to Demonstrate:
Page 56-57
Turning, Ring Figures for Better Control
Page 39-40
Aids for the Trot
Page 41-42
Posting (Rising) to the Trot

For Week 5

(Unmounted) Read in D Manual and be ready to Demonstrate:
Page 209-211
When to Call the Vet
Page 231
10 Parts of a Horse or Pony (be able to name and show parts on your pony)
Page 247-249
Name 10 parts of saddle and bridle (name and point out on your tack)
Practice game, page 282
Page 253-258
How and Why to Clean Tack

For Week 6

(Mounted) Read in D Manual and be ready to Demonstrate:
Page 145-155
Grooming and Tacking Up
Page 39-42
Half Seat (Jumping) Position
Page 42-46
Invisible Jumps, Ground Poles, Riding Test
Page 219-220
Group Riding Rules
Page 155-157
Untacking, Cooling Out, Care After Riding (Parent note on page 158)

Before Rating (Mounted) Read in D Manual and Prepare for Rating:
Page 276-280
Page 283-292
Page 292-295

Rating Day

January 2003

Tack Safe and Neat, adjusted to fit your pony (you may have assistance)
(Parent note on page 281)
Turn out for you! (Everyday attire OK)
Turnout for your tack and pony (Parent note on page 296)

Plan to arrive 1/2 hour BEFORE your scheduled time to allow for unloading, tacking up,
gathering equipment, and final ‘spiffing up’ before presentation to examiner. You may finish
before the time shown, but your group will start promptly on time.
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 1 -

alone to a meeting. Let’s say the meeting is called
for 3:30 Saturday afternoon, and your child rides
out of your yard at 3:15. It takes her 20 minutes
to ride to the meeting place and she arrives 5
minutes late! But the group has already left, going
off on a trail ride and your child has been left out.
To keep this from happening, we have the rule for
the next three “Cs”:
CAN’T COME? CALL! Be sure to call your
leader if you can’t come to a meeting!

Getting Ready to Ride
Organizational Meeting

1) Welcome children and parents, show them where to
put their coats, where to sit, etc.
Review the following publications and documents:

b) PLEASE and THANK YOU:
Pony Club members are special! As Pony Club
members you have special opportunities most
other children don’t ever have. Many people
work to help make this happen for you and we
expect you to think about this and show it by
being respectful and appreciative. This means
asking if it is OK to do something BEFORE you
do it and it means saying THANK YOU when
something is done for you. We want you to
especially remember to thank your leaders and
other helpers after each session.

• Usbourne Guide to Riding and Pony Care and
USPC D Manual

SO... REMEMBER TO SAY —- ‘PLEASE,
MAY I’ and ‘THANK YOU.’

• Other special club publications, Club Newsletter
• Club Telephone List (Emphasize why this is their
lifeline)

c) Review EQUINE ETIQUETTE:
You will be working around horses and ponies at
some meetings and at your lessons and in our
summer sessions. How should you behave around
horses? (Review page 10 of Junior Program
booklet).

• ‘Treats’ list for this series
• Course Outline for this series
• Pony Club notebook (Emphasize why the notebook
is important, and how and why children need help
maintaining it)
2) Review the RULES OF CONDUCT for all Pony
Club and horse related activities:
a) THE ‘3 Cs’ OF PONY CLUB:
COMMITMENT: You are expected to be at each
meeting! Many people have volunteered their
time to make this program for you. We want you
to try and come to each meeting and will expect
to see you unless you call the program leader to
say you can’t come. PARENTS, THIS IS VERY
IMPORTANT! As your child progresses in Pony
Club, there will be times when s/he will be going

3) Discuss preparations for the D-1 Rating.
a) Read the D-1 Standards!!!
b) Prepare your D-1 Rating Resume for the District
Commissioner (DC)
c) Mark the rating date on your calendar and be
sure a parent can get you and your pony there!
Ponies may be shared by two for an up-rating,
but both Pony Club members should be equally
responsible for bringing a clean, well cared for
pony and clean, well cared for tack.
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d) Study and practice your Pony Club skills very
hard EVERY DAY. Attend all rating preparation
sessions.
e) Be sure you allow enough time before the rating
to clean your tack, make sure all stitching is
secure, make sure your own apparel is clean, and
that your pony is bathed. If your pony is
scheduled for shoeing soon, try to get it done two
or three days before the rating.

UPCOMING PONY
CLUB ACTIVITIES
During this portion of the Junior Pony Club program, it is important to introduce both the child and
the parent(s) to activities that are taking place within the rest of the Pony Club. Since the riding program is most likely taking place during the summer,
intersperse the riding lessons with other activities
that the child and/or parent might volunteer to help
with.

4) REVIEW NEXT WEEK’S TOPIC: Basic
Balanced Position and Turning. The reading assignments become more difficult as the skill
requirements progress. Remind parents that it is
important for both parent and child to share these
reading assignments so that no information is missed.

• At a Dressage rally, let the Junior Pony Club
member be a runner, taking scores from the
Dressage judge to the scoring tent. Parents can
volunteer to work in the concession stand or act as
scribes or gatekeepers.

Remind Juniors that their ‘Rating Resume’ is due
next week.

• Horse Trial or Hunter Pace: Serve water or treats
to riders as they finish their rides (this must be
well-supervised). An adult could volunteer as a
fence judge. The Junior Pony Club members could
be given a ‘course walk’ with an older Pony Club
member discussing how to ride the course (perhaps make this a shortened version of the course
for very young members).

HANDOUT: Color the pictures of basic balanced
position and aids for turning.
READING ASSIGNMENT: (see page 62):
Page 23-28: Safety Check, Mounting and Dismounting
Page 28-34: Balanced Seat Position, Rein Handling
Page 34-38: Basic Aids (for walk, halt, turn, change
direction at walk and trot, correct halt)
Page 57-58 Arena Movements
Page 159-162: (Parent note on page 168) Cooling
Out After Work

• Stage a ‘Rally Prep’ where the Junior Pony Club
members and parents learn how to set up a tackroom.
• Integrate one or several of the mounted lessons as
part of your club camp, perhaps allowing the
Junior Pony Club members to ‘sleep over’ one
night. NOTE: they most likely are NOT ready to
camp with their ponies as yet. They could ‘help’
designated older members with chores.

5) If you did not serve treats during the arrival period at
the start of this session, do so now. Adjourn the
meeting.

• March in a parade wearing matching Pony Club
shirts in club colors.
• Have a mock fox hunt where Junior members can
be the fox or hounds on foot
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What should Kelly
do to ask her pony
to walk on?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

What must Kelly do
to ask her pony to
stop?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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What is Kelly doing
here?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

What do you do to
ask your pony to
turn?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 2 Getting Ready to Ride

5. Safety check. Again, use experienced adults or upper
level members for this. Have child demonstrate safety check:

(2 hours)

a) Reins held correctly?

GOALS: Safety, match up rider/pony combinations,
discuss basic balanced position, discuss aids for forward
motion, halting.
HELPERS NEEDED: Leaders for every pony, a
‘teacher’ or helper for every pony/child combination.
Use parents for ‘leaders’ and older Pony Club members
for ‘teachers’ and ‘helpers.’

b) Started on correct side?
c) Checked saddle pad, girth? Pulled stirrups down?
Checked length, evenness?
d) Checked bridle buckles, straightness of leather
pieces?
6. Have child demonstrate mounting (Asking for assistance is OK).

1. Collect Rating Resumes while arrival is going on.
2. Divide children into as many groups as you have volunteers. Match up children and ponies (two children
may share one pony).

7. Have child demonstrate dismounting.
a) Did child keep control of pony?

3. Assemble each group in an open area of the arena,
enclosed field, etc.

BASIC BALANCED POSITION
8. Discuss ‘basic balanced position,’ discuss how to
hold reins, stirrup position, balance test.

SAFETY, MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING

a) Have child demonstrate correct position of body,
legs, seat, feet, head and eyes, shoulders, arms and
hands.
b) Have child demonstrate how to hold the reins, how
to shorten and lengthen reins and still keep fingers
correct.
c) Have child discuss correct length and feel of reins
and discuss why correct position is important.
d) Have anyone with grazing reins tell why their pony
has them.
BASIC AIDS
9. Discuss BASIC AIDS: the aids to walk forward, halt
from walk, keeping pony moving forward from leg
at walk, how to halt.
a) Have child demonstrate correct use of leg
(squeeze and two nudges) and correct rein position, plus rider’s head in the ‘look’ position to
start walking.

4. Check all riding equipment and apparel. Use experienced adults or upper-level Pony Club members for
this. It’s a good idea to have a leather punch and a bag
of sponges handy for adjustments.
a) Check attire, look for gum, candy, jewelry, turnout.
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b) Have child show how to halt by sitting back,
squeezing reins (like a sponge), saying ‘whoa’
and closing legs, plus relaxing when halt is complete.

around to cool out after work. Be sure stirrups are up
and the girth is loose but not off.
14. Have child tell why cooling out is important (lets
body come back to normal, prevents chills, cramps,
colic, to make sure pony is cool, dry and comfortable
after a ride).

c) Have child walk on and demonstrate turning:
1) Seat, legs, reins correct?
2) Eyes looking ahead?
3) Inside hand leading, inside leg forward and
squeezing?
4) Outside leg back?

HANDOUT: color pictures of how to approach a pony
(Manual pages 132-133) and the aids for turning (pages
56-58)
READING ASSIGNMENT:
Page 47-48: Common Problems for D-1 Riders
Page 131-138: Haltering, Leading and Turning Pony
Page 170-175: Grooming and Picking Out Feet
Page 199-205: Hoof Care and Picking Out Feet
Page 186-192: Safe Feeding of Tidbits, Water, Grain,
Hay (Parent note on page 194)

10. Practice walk and halt transitions at cone markers.
Have child discuss and demonstrate staying on the
rail, not letting pony cut corners, show use of inside
leg and reins.
11. Have child show how to change direction at a walk:
a) Start straight
b) Look where you are going
c) Use seat and legs to keep pony moving
d) Go back to rail
12. If there is enough time, have each child circle to the
end of the line to show how to keep correct spacing
in line while in a group.
COOLING OUT
13. Have child dismount and show how to walk pony
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What do you do
when you approach
your pony from
behind?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

From the side?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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Tell Cody how to put the halter
on his pony:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

What must Cody remember to
do when he leads his pony?
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 3 Horse Handling Review

(unmounted)

GOALS: Review and practice haltering, leading, turning, grooming, hoof care.
HELPERS NEEDED: Enough older Pony Club
members for ‘teachers’ and ‘helpers’ so that children can
be divided into small groups of 3 or 4 members.
COMMON PROBLEMS FOR D-1 MEMBERS
1. Divide children into small groups of 3 or 4.
2. Have each child ‘help’ describe the procedure of what
to do when a pony pulls or jerks on the reins.
a) Sit deep and tall, shoulders back.
b) close fingers on reins, but slow down, turn or stop
with gentle squeezes, not hard pulling.
c) Make sure reins are not too short.

c) Use short tugs down and back, plus command
‘whoa’ to stop.

d) Wear gloves to improve grip.
3. Have child describe what to do if pony tries to eat
grass:

7) Put pony on crossties, show safety string and quick
release knot.

a) Sit deep and tall, shoulders back.

a) Have child demonstrate how to pick out a foot with
a hoof pick.

b) Hold reins firmly so he pulls on his own mouth
instead of pulling rider forward.

b) Have child demonstrate use of curry comb and
dandy brush and body brush.

c) If his head is down, pull head sideways, tap with
crop, make him walk on.

1) Curry: circular, against hair

d) If he won’t quit, use grass (grazing) reins.

2) Brushes: short strokes, with hair

TAKE GROUP TO BARN
4. Have child discuss (show) safe approach to a pony
with halter over shoulder.

c) Have child tell why picking feet is important
1) Stone, nail, cut
2) Cleanliness (no thrush)

a) Front/side approach (speak, stroke neck).

3) Check condition of shoes

b) From behind (speak, hand on hip).

8. Have child tell about correct feeding and watering:

5. Have child halter pony correctly.

a) Full, clean bucket; fresh water often in summer,
remove ice often in winter.

6. Have child lead pony correctly, showing how to turn
and stop.

b) When pony is hot and sweaty, cool out before
giving water and/or feed.

a) Two hands on lead, ends coiled, not looped.
b) Walk on pony’s left, turn him away
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j) Discuss order of feeding water, hay, and grain
(remember ‘WHO’…water, hay, oats).
k) Show children a feed tub: smooth, clean, hung
shoulder height if possible.
l) Ask child to show how salt is fed (feeder or
holder).
m) Ask children to tell rules of feeding grass (limit
rich spring pasture, give hay if pasture grass is too
thin, don’t feed grass clippings).
n) Have children tell general feeding rules (feed little and often, feed plenty of hay, change feed
according to work, make feed changes gradually,
have a regular schedule, wait an hour before or
after riding).
c) Be sure bucket is hung high enough so that
manure and/or the pony’s feet can’t get into it.

HANDOUT: Color the pictures of the child trotting
and trace the arena movements with a colored marker.

d) Cut open a bale of hay – ask child what to do with
string?

READING ASSIGNMENT:
Page 56-57 Turning, Ring Figures for Better
Control
Page 39-40 Aids for the Trot
Page 41-42 Posting (Rising) to the Trot

e) How much hay to feed? Discuss feed chart.
f) Examine hay for dust, mold.
g) Use feeder, manger, net or ground. Net must be
hung high.
h) Discuss spacing piles of hay for pastured ponies.
i) Grain: keep locked up! Ask child what happens if
pony eats too much grain.
j) Have child measure grain; show how to write on
feed chart.
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Bree is trotting for
the first time. What
does she hold on
to? Why?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

In the picture below
she is posting. What
does she do?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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Turning a
corner
Bending cones
in line

Turning
across
the
ring

Turning down
center line

#34

There are many
ways to turn when
you ride. With a
colored marker,
trace the ways
shown here.
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Small Circle

Large circle

Reversing by
turning
across the
ring

#35

Reversing
with a half
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 4 -

3. Have the leader jog alongside the pony, asking it to
trot. Holding the neck strap or front of saddle, have
the child sit at trot, and count bumps for several
strides.

Turning, Trotting and Posting
GOALS: Safety, practice turning, learning the aids to
trot, learning the posting trot.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Cones or buckets; extra
stirrup leathers or neck straps for ponies are helpful for
riders to use while learning to post. Set up 2 or 3 ‘lanes’
of cones, leaving safe distance between lanes.

4. Practice posting while standing still. Helper can
count, “up, down, up, down,” to help rider get started. Reins should be knotted. Riders should use neck
straps to help them with posting until they gain
enough balance and confidence to post with arms
crossed. Do not pull on reins.

HELPERS NEEDED: Person capable of leading
each pony at walk and trot, several ‘instructors’ and
‘helpers’.

5. Again, have leaders jog alongside pony, asking it to
trot. Ask riders to be ready to try posting to the trot:
a) Sit a few beats

1. Helper and child should do a safety and apparel
check together (use a sticky dot for each item
checked).

b) Start posting trot
c) Do walk transition

2. Have child practice mounting and dismounting (leg
up practice). Practice correct position (refer to week
2), perform simple balance exercises.

6. Practice trot while steering through maze with a halt
half-way.
7. Play “Amazing Trot” Steering relay game, where
(with leaders) two or three lanes of riders go through
their own lanes of cones as part of a ‘relay race’ at
the walk and trot.

3. Using leaders, have children practice turning around
and through cones.
4. Discuss hand movements and leg position needed for
turning while halted. Have child tell what aids s/he
will use to ride through grid without leader.

8. Dismount correctly, run up stirrups, etc.
HANDOUT: Color picture of the tack room and child
cleaning tack.

5. One at a time, have each child walk forward, turn
left, turn right, walking through obstacles.

READING ASSIGNMENT:
Page 209-211: When to Call the Vet
Page 231: 10 Parts of a Horse or Pony (be able to
name and show parts on your pony)
Page 247-249: Name 10 Parts of Saddle and Bridle
Page 253-258: How and Why to Clean Tack

6. Halt half way through cones, then finish grid.
7. Once each child has done this on her/his own, have
two or three children ride (still at the walk) through
separate sets of cones at the same time.
TROTTING THE PONY
1. Discuss with the child what a trot will feel like. Have
child explain how to ask for the trot and also how to
slow the pony back to a walk.
2. Discuss ‘prepare to trot’ command:
a) Shorten reins
b) Give verbal command (big voice, trr-rot)
c) Nudge with legs, stretch arms forward to give
pony freedom of head and neck to go forward
January 2003
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This is a tackroom at a rally.
Color the tackroom equipment in your club’s colors.
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Jessica wants to clean her saddle before her D-1 Rating.
How will she do this?
#37
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 5 -

PARTS OF THE SADDLE AND BRIDLE
6. Have child name any 10 parts of the saddle and
bridle.

Vet Knowledge, Parts of Pony
and Tack, Cleaning Tack

a) Pommel, skirt, seat, cantle, D-ring, stirrup bar, stirrup leather, stirrup (iron), keeper, billets, girth, saddle pad, buckle guard, sweat flap, front panel, etc.

(unmounted)
GOALS: Learn when to call the vet; review parts of the
pony and parts of the saddle and bridle; discuss tack
cleaning; and review skills needed for up-rating.

b) Crown piece, brow band, noseband (cavesson), bit,
cheek piece, throat lash (latch), reins, etc.

HELPERS NEEDED: Enough older Pony Club
members for ‘teachers’ and ‘helpers’ so that children can
be divided into small groups of 3 or 4 members.

7. Have child tell two reasons to clean tack.
a) Sweat, dirt and dust make leather harsh, dry and
rough; crack and break

WHAT IS A VET AND WHEN SHOULD
YOU CALL HIM?
1. Divide children into small groups of 3 or 4.

b) Check stitches, make it look good
c) Not good to put dirty bit, dirty saddle pad on pony
because it makes him uncomfortable

2. Have child explain what a vet is:

d) So it lasts longer, to keep it in good condition

a) Animal doctor for horses

8. Let each child tell what areas on rating sheet s/he
feels weak in. Use answers to find out what each
child needs help with. Mention each area:

b) Gives shots, treats illnesses
3. Have child explain when to call the vet.

a) Riding, turnout, conditioning (cooling out), feeding, stable skills, pony parts, riding in a group, vet
knowledge, leading, picking feet
b) Have child tell her/his plan for preparing own and
pony’s turnout right before and day of rating

a) Pony won’t eat, looks sick or in pain, is hurt, is
lame
b) When you don’t know what to do
c) If in doubt, call advisor first

HANDOUT: Color pictures of saddling, bridling and
jumping position.

4. Have child tell one reason vet might treat pony.
a) Vet check before buying a pony (pre-purchase
exam), shots, lameness, injury, illness

READING ASSIGNMENT:
Page 145-155: Grooming and Tacking Up
Page 39-42: Half Seat (Jumping) Position
Page 42-46: Invisible Jumps, Ground Poles, Riding
Test
Page 219-220: Group Riding Rules
Page 155-157: Untacking, Cooling Out, Care After
Riding (Parent note on page 158)

PARTS OF THE PONY
5. Have child name any 10 parts of the pony. S/he may
hold unmarked picture.
a) Poll, mane, withers, back, tail, face, eye, muzzle,
cheek, jaw, chest, shoulder, knee cannon bone,
pastern, hoof, belly, hock, buttock, barrel, hindquarters, etc.
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Tell Adam how to
saddle his pony:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Judy is putting a
bridle on Star, her
pony. What steps
does she follow:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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Johnny’s instructor
says he’s showing
good jumping
position here. Can
you name the things
he’s doing correctly?
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
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LESSON PLAN WEEK 6 -

a) Proceed around the ring in jumping position at a
walk.

Jumping Position, Riding
Invisible Jumps and Over Poles

b) Have child demonstrate jumping position at the
trot. Show control and steering and ability to stay
on ‘rail.’ Show how to ‘grab mane.’

GOALS: Safety, practice steering, introduce need to
ride around obstacles, learn jumping position, review
grooming and prepare for turnout.
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: Trotting poles set in several locations, several obstacles to steer around – a towel
on a jump standard, a paper bag over a cone, a hay bale.

c) Have child tell why jumping position is important
when pony is jumping.
INVISIBLE JUMPS, GROUND POLES,
RIDING TEST
7. Set up two ‘invisible jumps’ (standards with no poles
between them) and have child show how to ride correctly through the center of the standards with eyes
up and correct steering. Ask each child how to correct her/his last ride when s/he goes again. Do this at
walk and trot.

HELPERS NEEDED: Person capable of leading
each pony at walk and trot, several ‘instructors’ and
‘helpers’.
1. Assemble children with ‘untacked’ ponies in barn
area.

8. Repeat this exercise in jumping position..

2. Divide into groups and assign teachers. Ask moms to
hold ponies.

9. Set up ground poles. Have child demonstrate how to
ride over ground poles and through standards, at the
walk, in jumping position. Repeat several times.

GROOMING AND TACKING UP
3. Groom pony.
a) Have child show how to assemble all equipment
before tacking up.

GROUP RIDING RULES
10. Discuss group riding rules.

b) Have child demonstrate grooming and picking out
feet in preparation for tacking up.

11. Have child practice going on rail at proper spacing
(two ponies length apart).

c) Have child show how to carry tack, how to set it
down on the ground, and where to put it if pony is
tied up to a trailer.

12. Have each child practice moving from place on rail
and circling to end of line. Others move up.
13. Ask child to show how to reverse (change) direction
in a group (diagonal across ring).

d) Have child demonstrate tacking up (assistance is
OK) and correctly lead pony to riding ring.

14. Have half the group reverse and practice passing left
shoulder to left shoulder.

e) Have child and helper perform safety check.

COOLING OUT, UNTACKING, CARE
AFTER RIDING

HALF SEAT/JUMPING POSITION (in ring)
4. Discuss jumping position.

15. Have child dismount in riding ring. Show how to run
up stirrups and loosen girth.

5. Have child mount correctly and go around ring at a
walk.

16. Correctly lead pony in ‘cool out’ phase to trailer area.
Discuss cooling out, including the reasons why.

6. Ask child to demonstrate jumping position and
describe correct position. Child should emphasize
‘eyes up.’

17. Ask mom to hold pony while child gets halter and
lead line.
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18. Have child show how to untack pony and put on
halter. (Mom to lead while child stores tack).
19. Have child show how to brush pony and pick out feet
before loading or returning to stable.
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Some of the graphic images in this publication were taken from The United States Pony Club Manual of Horsemanship, Basics for Beginners, D Level. These materials are to be copied for instructional purposes only.

